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Men on Strike
A Practical Wedding
THE BRIDE'S BOUQUET Substitute lover? Poppy Carlton: Cousin to the groom. She
is devastated when Chris falls in love and marries someone else. She will never
love again. James Carlton: The groom's older brother—and best man. Mocking and
cynical, he is the exact opposite of fun-loving Chris. James taunts Poppy that she
should find herself a real man and leave her adolescent fantasies behind. He is not
averse to showing her just what real passion is about. But how can he be sure that
her response is for him? Perhaps she's just using him as a substitute for his
brother…. THE BRIDE'S BOUQUET: One wedding—one bouquet—leads to three new
trips to the altar

Catechism of the Catholic Church
New York Times bestselling author Jaci Burton kicks off a dreamy new series with a
sweep-you-off-your-feet friends-to-lovers romance. Three days before Erin Bellini's
wedding, her fiancé breaks up with her--in an email! Hurt and embarrassed, she
decides to have a fling with veterinarian Jason Callum, who's both the best man
and the hottest guy she knows. But Jason wants a lot more than just a one-night
stand with the woman he's cared about for years. So he's taking things slow. And
hot. And showing Erin what real love can look like. Suddenly Erin finds herself
spending a lot more time with Jason than she intended. Feelings she never planned
on having again are wrapping around her heart, refusing to let go. Erin isn't sure
she can trust her instincts, though. After all, she made a terrible choice with her exfiancé. But Jason intends to convince her that he's the best man for her, and that
what they have together is a real love that will last forever.

Falling for the Groomsman
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Lilly Walsh is used to keeping things buttoned-up and aboveboard. After all, the
last time she hooked up with someone in a wedding party, it nearly cost her her
wedding planning business. Thankfully, those rules don’t apply when she meets a
handsome stranger in a hotel bar. One bad pirate joke leads to the best night of
her life, but come morning, she’s got a wedding to plan. Lincoln Reid never
imagined he’d see the woman who rocked his world last night and then ran out on
him ever again. But there she is, planning his best friend’s wedding with the same
passion and drive that brought him to his knees. She’s adamant that wedding
planner and best man can never mix, but that just means he’s got four weeks to
make her see him as more than just a one-night guy. Because he’s itching for more
than one nightor five, or ten

Best Man with Benefits
Marriage Made in Monte Calanetti Maître d’ Daniella Tate is only visiting the
picturesque Tuscan village of Calanetti but, meeting passionate chef Rafe
Manchini, she finds the excitement she’s always craved. Now, Daniella has a
choice: return to her old life or stay as Rafe’s bride!

Best Man for the Bridesmaid
The Best Man Speaker
Examines a sharp decline in marriage rates among the African-American middle
class while analyzing probable causes, tracing the rise of educated and
independent black women and evaluating the potential of interracial marriages.

Is Marriage for White People?
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice from the
creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the
work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll
learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it
• you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie
• your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone
is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for
Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not)
and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will
get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us
how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
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workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a
Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or
even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

How To Make a Brilliant Best Man's Speech
This updated second edition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church incorporates
all the final modifications made in the complete, official Latin text, accompanied by
line-by-line explanations of orthodox Catholicism, summaries of each section, a
detailed index, extensive cross-references, and helpful footnotes.

Seducing the Bridesmaid
"This page-turner has it all: fantastic characters, witty banter, and sizzling
chemistry. I absolutely loved it!"— Gina L. Maxwell, New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author For their friends, Emily and Jase will let their mutual
resentment simmer just beneath the surfaceright alongside their mutual attraction.
Jase Foster can't believe his bad luck. He's been paired with the she-devil herself
for his best friend's wedding: Emily Klein of the miles-long legs and killer smile. She
may be sin in a bridesmaid dress, but there's no way he's falling for her again.
They can barely stand each other, but given how many of their friends are getting
married, they'll just have to play nice—at least when they're in company. Once
they're alone, more than just gloves come off as Jase and Emily discover their
chemistry is combustible, and there may be something to this enemies to lovers
thing after all. The Wedding Date Series: May the Best Man Win (Book 1) The
Wedding Date Bargain (Book 2) More praise for Mira Lyn Kelly: "Incredible tension,
a great cast of charactersand some really gooey emotional conflict."—Molly
O'Keefe, USA Today bestselling author for Truth or Dare "Sexy and with a truly
fresh voice."—Tina Leonard, New York Times bestselling author for Touch and Go
"Mira Lyn Kelly's writing always sparkles."—Lauren Layne, USA Today bestselling
author for Touch and Go

Best Man with Benefits
Being best man is both an honour and a huge responsibility - if you think it's just a
case of buying a few beers on a lad's night out, think again! You'e got a lot of
organising to do, there's etiquette to follow and, of course, the dreaded speech to
make. Fear not, however, as Being the Best Man For Dummies is here to help. It's a
humorous, yet information-packed step-by-step guide to your role and
responsibilities, from organising the stag night (or weekend) right through to the
big day itself. It also gives tips and advice for you to give the best speech you can.

Happy Ever After
Julie Piper and Reed Lawson have nothing in common. She's a people-pleasing
sorority girl hiding behind her perfect mask. He's a take-no-prisoners SWAT
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commander who isolates himself from the world. But when they're forced together
at their friends' posh destination wedding, one thing is clear—Reed wants Julie
more than he wants his next breath. Which is why he's not about to stand by when
she's dared to seduce another man. Julie wants neat, tidy sex, so she could get
back to what she does best—making everybody else happy. She never expected to
slip into a dark bedroom and have her mind blown by rough, demanding hands,
and a sinfully filthy mouth—neither of which belong to the best man. One night
should have been all Reed needed to get the blond temptress out of his system,
but when one taste is nowhere near enough, he'll be forced confront the effects of
his hellish past. One that may push Julie away foreverjust when he realizes he can't
live without her. Each book in the Wedding Dare series is a standalone story that
can be enjoyed out of order. Falling for the Groomsman by New York Times
bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the Maid of Honor by
New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey Seducing the Bridesmaid by New
York Times bestselling author Katee Robert Best Man with Benefits by USA TODAY
bestselling author Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times bestselling
author Laura Kaye

The Case for Marriage
A companion to the popular website APracticalWedding.com and A Practical
Wedding Planner, A Practical Wedding helps you sort through the basics to create
the wedding you want -- without going broke or crazy in the process. After all, what
really matters on your wedding day is not so much how it looked as how it felt. In
this refreshing guide, expert Meg Keene shares her secrets to planning a beautiful
celebration that reflects your taste and your relationship. You'll discover: The real
purpose of engagement (hint: it's not just about the planning) How to pinpoint
what matters most to you and your partner DIY-ing your wedding: brilliant or
crazy? How to communicate decisions to your family Why that color-coded
spreadsheet is actually worth it Wedding Zen can be yours. Meg walks you through
everything from choosing a venue to writing vows, complete with stories and
advice from women who have been in the trenches: the Team Practical brides. So
here's to the joyful wedding, the sensible wedding, the unbelievably fun wedding!
A Practical Wedding is your complete guide to getting married with grace.

All the Best Men
Always the bridesmaid Planning her sister's Italian wedding only reminds Jules Lane
of how far away she is from finding her own true love. And worse, she's doing it
alongside the brooding, mouthwateringly handsome best man, Stefano DeFiore.
Maybe the bride? Having seen the destructive power of love, Stefano has no time
for weddings--but Jules's smile is captivating. Making her feel like the most
beautiful woman in the world is one thing, but can he give this blushing bridesmaid
a happily-ever-after of her own?

The Everything Groom Book
'A passionate, provocative book. It isn't just a self-help book. It is a manifesto for a
better society' Sunday Times 'One of the most rigorous articulations of the new
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mood of acceptancea persuasive demolition of many of our cultural stories about
how we ought to live' Oliver Burkeman, Guardian Paul Dolan, the bestselling author
of Happiness by Design, shows us how to escape the myth of perfection and find
our own route to happiness. Be ambitious; find everlasting love; look after your
health There are countless stories about how we ought to live our lives. These
narratives can make our lives easier, and they might sometimes make us happier
too. But they can also trap us and those around us. In Happy Ever After, bestselling
happiness expert Professor Paul Dolan draws on a variety of studies ranging over
wellbeing, inequality and discrimination to bust the common myths about our
sources of happiness. He shows that there can be many unexpected paths to
lasting fulfilment. Some of these might involve not going into higher education,
choosing not to marry, rewarding acts rooted in self-interest and caring a little less
about living forever. By freeing ourselves from the myth of the perfect life, we
might each find a life worth living.

The Vineyards Of Calanetti (The Vineyards of Calanetti)
Good girl Melody Merritt is ready to be bad. Fresh out of an unsatisfying ten-year
engagement to the town golden boy, she's determined to make up for lost time.
And who better to burn her sterling reputation to the ground than Bluelick's sinfully
sexy new fire chief whose wicked gaze promises complete and utter domination?
Yes, please. Corrupting the prim and proper Little Miss Bluelick is the most action
Josh Bradley's seen since he transferred from Cincinnati to fast-track his career. He
won't let anything or anyone—not even the delectable Melody Merritt—trap him in
this Kentucky-fried Mayberry, but when their searing chemistry yields an
unexpected result, he realizes he's started a blaze that's completely beyond his
control Each book in the Private Pleasures series is STANDALONE: * Private Practice
* Light Her Fire * Falling for the Enemy

The Best Man & the Wedding Planner
The best man to be her Mr. Right? Royal wedding planner Lindsay Reeves's first
encounter with best man Zach Sullivan is when he sits on the wedding dress! But
when preparations reach crisis point, Lindsay is forced to call on the infuriating
playboy for his help. But Zach's good looks, charm and cynicism about marriage
become more of a distraction! In the business of happy-ever-afters, jaded Zach
might just be Lindsay's toughest client yet!

Being The Best Man For Dummies
The definitive anthology of wisdom and wit about one of life’s most complex,
intriguing, and personal subjects. When and whom do you marry? How do you keep
a spouse content? Do all engaged couples get cold feet? How cold is so cold that
you should pivot and flee? Where and how do children fit in? Is infidelity always
wrong? In this volume, you won’t find a single answer to your questions about
marriage; you will find hundreds. Spanning centuries and cultures, sources and
genres, The Marriage Book offers entries from ancient history and modern politics,
poetry and pamphlets, plays and songs, newspaper ads and postcards. It is an A to
Z compendium, exploring topics from Adam and Eve to Anniversaries, Fidelity to
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Freedom, Separations to Sex. In this volume, you’ll hear from novelists, clergymen,
sex experts, and presidents, with guest appearances by the likes of Liz and Dick,
Ralph and Alice, Louis CK, and Neil Patrick Harris. Casanova calls marriage the
tomb of love, and Stephen King calls it his greatest accomplishment. With humor,
perspective, breadth, and warmth, The Marriage Book is sure to become a classic.

Ask a Manager
Photojournalist Christine Forsythe is ready to tackle her naughty little to-do list,
and who better to tap for the job than a hot groomsman? But when she crashes
into her best friend's older brother, Christine realizes her list needs updating. And
fast. Tyler Dresco took her virginity during the best night of her life, then bolted.
Now that they're trapped together at a destination wedding, she's going to get her
revenge. Tyler has never forgiven himself for how completely he lost control all
those years ago. Being in Christine's arms had felt rightuntil he realized what he'd
taken from her in the hallway of a cheap motel. And oh, how she's making him pay
for it now. The insatiable heat between them has only grown stronger, but every
time things heat up, Christine walks away. With every encounter, things go a little
bit further until Christine's caught in her own trap of seduction. And before their
time's up, Tyler's not the only one wanting more Each book in the Wedding Dare
series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Falling for the
Groomsman by New York Times bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane
Alberts Baiting the Maid of Honor by New York Times bestselling author Tessa
Bailey Seducing the Bridesmaid by New York Times bestselling author Katee Robert
Best Man with Benefits by USA TODAY bestselling author Samanthe Beck Dare to
Resist by New York Times bestselling author Laura Kaye

Just This Once
It's the night before Katie's wedding - and the O'Conner brothers can't help but
desire the blushing bride to be.The O'Conner brothers were my friends.Camping
trips were always fun.Keeping each other warm with body to body contact.But,
that's where it stopped.Because they were my brother's best friends.And, I was
forbidden fruit.Now, years later, I'm back in town for my wedding.And, I see all four
men approaching me.There's this mischievous look in their eyes.And, it's hard not
to notice their gaze lingering on my every curve.I must be imagining it, right?How
can all four millionaire brothers want me?Then, the craziest thing happensI call off
the wedding on the night of my rehearsal dinner.Turns out my ex-fiancé is a
cheating douchebag. Good thing I have four hot men to keep my spirits up.And this
time nothing's stopping them from living out their fantasies of me.Will this be the
most unforgettable time ever?Or, will we break a lifetime of friendships if my
brother finds out?

Baiting the Maid of Honor
Lover Undercover (A McCade Brothers Novel): He's undercover. She's in over her
head. Yoga instructor Kylie Roberts is the good twin. At least she was—until an
accident forces Kylie to step into her twin's sexy stilettos at a posh Hollywood
"men's club." But nothing could've prepared Kylie for the dead body in the club's
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parking lot or the ridiculously hot detective who insists the killer is targeting her
regulars. Detective Trevor McCade needs Kylie's help to draw out the killer. It
means long nights undercover and long dances where Kylie's body tempts him
with sensual promises. Dances that leave them both wanting more. But despite
Kylie's hidden identity and the danger lurking in the shadows, it's only a matter of
time before Kylie and Trevor take this undercover operation under the covers

A Midsummer-night's Dream
Every bachelorette party has a surprise… Angie Lawson is in Bridesmaid Hell—if
Hell was a strip club filled with screaming women in stilettos. But her night's about
to get a whole lot worse. Now her ex-boyfriend is standing right in front of
her—every sexy, delicious inch of him—and Cole Foster isn't the kind of guy that
any woman can just ignore…. Cole's working undercover, but he certainly wasn't
expecting the intimate reminder of the wicked heat that he and Angie always
shared. But when the maid of honor—silver stilettos and all—is knocked
unconscious, Cole realizes he needs Angie's help to get into the bridal party. And if
getting there means getting her in bed, too, then he's definitely the best man for
the job!

The Best Man Problem
What if you had a twice UK & Ireland Champion of Public Speaking to help with
YOUR Best Man Speech? No Best Man gave a great speech by making The Friends
laugh and The Bride's Parents cry. In this book, Simon Bucknall, twice UK & Ireland
Champion of Public Speaking, shares a simple step-by-step process for crafting a
speech to delight the whole wedding audience. A full-time professional speaker
and himself a Best Man, Simon will help you enjoy one of the great privileges of
friendship To be The Best Man Speaker: Prepare your speech, even if you've no
idea where to begin Identify and hone compelling stories Find and unlock the
humour Speak without notes Manage your nerves and project confidence Deliver a
speech to take pride in for the rest of your life "After my speech, I was inundated
with people saying it was the best they had heard. Going to the time and effort of
doing it properly really paid dividends." - Stephen Newman, Best Man

The Wedding Date Bargain
Refusing the advances of special agent Vaughn Roberts, the best man in her
sister's wedding, investment banker Sidney Sinclair soon discovers that the sexy
playboy, who won't take "no" for an answer, is after much more than just a onenight stand.

Dare to Resist
"A fun, flirty readthe perfect balance between sweet and sexy."—RT Book Reviews
Sarah's to-do list: Get mani-pedi Buy killer black dress Lose virginity When Sarah
Cole has two months to kill before her big move to New York, she decides it's time
to take care of a few things?like the inconvenient issue of her virginity. Sarah
knows the right guy for the job too: Max, the notorious ladies' man she's been
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crushing on since college. Two weeks of courting, and then the deed will be done.
The plan is so simple. There's no way either of them would do something as silly as
fall in love The Wedding Date Series: May the Best Man Win (Book 1) The Wedding
Date Bargain (Book 2) Praise for May the Best Man Win: "This page-turner has it all:
fantastic characters, witty banter, and sizzling chemistry. I absolutely loved
it!"-GINA L. MAXWELL, New York Times bestselling author of the Playboys in Love
series "Outstanding writing, impressive characterization, and plotting that both
gratifies and surprises."-Kirkus Reviews

Light Her Fire
Determined not to be knocked back by her ex-fiancé jilting her, Jayne Cavendish
went on a fabulous girls' weekend in Vegas with her three best friends. She
returned home refreshed, relaxed…and with a new "no man" rule! Except now
she's in danger of falling at the first hurdle! Tristan MacGregor, her ex's best friend
and almost their best man, is back in town. Jayne is surprised when he makes a
beeline for her. But he seems determined to put the sunny smile permanently back
on her face…and it's working!

The Ladies' Home Journal
A groundbreaking look at marriage, one of the most basic and universal of all
human institutions, which reveals the emotional, physical, economic, and sexual
benefits that marriage brings to individuals and society as a whole. The Case for
Marriage is a critically important intervention in the national debate about the
future of family. Based on the authoritative research of family sociologist Linda J.
Waite, journalist Maggie Gallagher, and a number of other scholars, this book’s
findings dramatically contradict the anti-marriage myths that have become the
common sense of most Americans. Today a broad consensus holds that marriage is
a bad deal for women, that divorce is better for children when parents are
unhappy, and that marriage is essentially a private choice, not a public institution.
Waite and Gallagher flatly contradict these assumptions, arguing instead that by a
broad range of indices, marriage is actually better for you than being single or
divorced– physically, materially, and spiritually. They contend that married people
live longer, have better health, earn more money, accumulate more wealth, feel
more fulfillment in their lives, enjoy more satisfying sexual relationships, and have
happier and more successful children than those who remain single, cohabit, or get
divorced. The Case for Marriage combines clearheaded analysis, penetrating
cultural criticism, and practical advice for strengthening the institution of marriage,
and provides clear, essential guidelines for reestablishing marriage as the
foundation for a healthy and happy society. “A compelling defense of a sacred
union. The Case for Marriage is well written and well argued, empirically rigorous
and learned, practical and commonsensical.” -- William J. Bennett, author of The
Book of Virtues “Makes the absolutely critical point that marriage has been
misrepresented and misunderstood.” -- The Wall Street Journal
www.broadwaybooks.com

The Best Man Plan
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Trapped and tempted, this battle of wills rages all night long Kady Dresco and
Colton Brooks click on a level that defies logic. There are only two problems. One,
he's her older brother's irritating best friend, and two, they're bidding on the same
military security services contract. When the competition heats up, Colton is torn
between wanting to strangle Kady (and her annoying brilliance) and kissing her
into submission. Which is a bad idea for a million reasons, because Kady's
submission is exactly what he craves. Being trapped in a tiny motel room with the
object of his darkest fantasies will require every ounce of his restraint. Kady
doesn't want his restraint, but Colton knows better. She deserves love, marriage,
and a white picket fence-three things Colton can't give her. But her proximity and
the memory of their steamy near-miss three years ago slowly destroys his resolve.
And he's not sure how much longer he can keep his hands offor his heart closed.

May the Best Man Win
I went to a wedding and came out with not one hot guy, but three.They say
weddings are the best places to meet someone.Yeah, right.In my putrid green
bridesmaid dress, I just wanted to disappear.But I saw the best man looking at
me.And then his friend looked too.And then his friend as well.Was I crazy?Was I
going nuts?But it was true. Mason, Kane and Tyler were definitely interested,
sending hot vibes my way.But it's wrong.This is a wedding for crying out loud.I'm
supposed to be the maid of honor with flowers in my hair, projecting innocence and
purity.Because this is dirty and nasty, taboo as hell.But I want it.Bad.Hot and
hungry.Bent over and screaming.And the three best men?Well they're only too
happy to do the honors

Wedding Planning and Management
How to make a great, best man's speech - and a guide to being a great best man.
In this book Phillip Khan-Panni uses his expertise as a champion professional
speaker to help the best man with the terrifying prospect of writing and delivering
The Speech. He guides you on the vital preparation of your speech and tells you
how to use stories, jokes and quotations that will lift it well above the bare
necessities. With the author`s help and his professional tips and techniques, you
will be able to make a really entertaining and moving speech that will be
remembered for a long time to come. You might even enjoy making it as much as
the guests do hearing it! There are also checklists and further advice to help you
organise the whole occasion so that the big day honours the groom and his bride
and thoroughly impresses their friends and relations

The History of human marriage v. 2
Without question, you love your bride-to-be and want to spend the rest of your life
with her. Ever since you popped the question, however, she's seemed somewhat
different--more anxious, more neurotic, and more fixated on the "little things" like
flowers, bridal registry china, and why the bridesmaids hate their dresses. Before
you head for the back door, take a deep breath--help is on the way. The Everything
Groom Book is here to help you keep your sanity while your fiancé loses hers. Get
no-nonsense advice on how to: Handle the emotional roller coaster Choose a
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wedding location and date Narrow down the guest list Know when to give your
opinion--and when to hold back Smooth over disagreements From timing the
engagement to enjoying your honey-moon, The Everything Groom Book is your
ticket to a hassle-free wedding.

Her Best Men
He can't have her. So he moves in with her What could possibly go wrong? As heir
to a chain of luxury hotels, Sean Wyse III always gets what he wants. So when he
sees a freeloading roommate taking advantage of his spunky best friend, Molly
Brandt, he doesn't hesitate to step in. He kicks out the roommateand moves
himself in. Molly loves quality time with Sean, but spending nights with him one
wall away threatens to wake the crush she thought she'd gotten over. A crush
Sean knows nothing about, which might be a problemconsidering how hard Sean's
been working never to think of Molly that way. The Wedding Date series: May the
Best Man Win (Book 1) The Wedding Date Bargain (Book 2) Just this Once (Book 3)
The Decoy Date (Book 4) What People Are Saying About Mira Lyn Kelly: "This pageturner has it all: fantastic characters, witty banter, and sizzling chemistry. I
absolutely loved it!"—GINA L. MAXWELL, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of the Playboys in Love series, for May the Best Man Win
"Outstanding Kelly proves that she's an author to watch."—Kirkus Reviews for May
the Best Man Win "The perfect balance between sweet and sexy."—RT Book
Reviews for The Wedding Date Bargain, 4 Stars

Best Man to Wed?
Wedding Planning and Management: Consultancy for Diverse Clients, 2nd Edition
provides students, consultants, vendors, scholars and engaged couples with a
comprehensive introduction to the business of weddings. Looking through an event
management lens, this is the only book to thoroughly explore the fundamentals of
weddings, including historical and cultural foundations, practice, and the business
of wedding planning in one volume. An emphasis on diversity, traditions from
cultures around the globe are integrated throughout with over 80 international
case studies that inspire and set standards for best practice. Since the first edition,
there have been many changes in the business of weddings and this second
edition has been updated in the following ways: Updated content to reflect recent
issues and trends in areas such as family dynamics, media influences, impacts of
technology, legislation and the global economy. Every chapter is updated with the
most recent research, statistics, vendor information and consultant guidelines.
New international case studies explore current research, cultural traditions, vendor
relations and consulting best practice. New companion website for instructors that
includes PowerPoint slides, case study solutions, additional discussion ideas and
assignments. The book is illustrated in full color and contains over 150 images by
top wedding photojournalist Rodney Bailey end-of-chapter checklists, practical
scenarios and review questions to test readers' knowledge as they progress.
Maggie Daniels and Carrie Loveless bring a combination of over 40 years of
industry practice and teaching experience, and have written a book that is the
ideal guide to successful wedding planning and management.
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It Happened One Wedding
May the best man sin… Lauren Sanger is practically the perfect maid of honor,
except for one tiny flaw. She hates the best man. Jackson Monaghan is beyond
hot—his body is the stuff of sexy lady dreams—but he's just such a jerk. So when a
prank lands them in the same bed, Lauren should have flipped out…instead of
having the best sex of her life with the best man! Jackson can't figure out how two
people with anti-chemistry during the day can have such a wickedly hot sexual
chemistry at night. Worse still, he wants more. Enough to dare Lauren into doing
the last thing she should be doing—him. But friends with benefits is one
thing…enemies with benefits is quite another.

Lover Undercover
The Bridesmaid's Best Man
American society has become anti-male. Men are sensing the backlash and are
consciously and unconsciously going “on strike.” They are dropping out of college,
leaving the workforce and avoiding marriage and fatherhood at alarming rates. The
trend is so pronounced that a number of books have been written about this “manchild” phenomenon, concluding that men have taken a vacation from responsibility
simply because they can. But why should men participate in a system that seems
to be increasingly stacked against them? As Men on Strike demonstrates, men
aren’t dropping out because they are stuck in arrested development. They are
instead acting rationally in response to the lack of incentives society offers them to
be responsible fathers, husbands and providers. In addition, men are going on
strike, either consciously or unconsciously, because they do not want to be injured
by the myriad of laws, attitudes and hostility against them for the crime of
happening to be male in the twenty-first century. Men are starting to fight back
against the backlash. Men on Strike explains their battle cry.

The Best Man
IT WASN'T HIS FIRST DEAD BODY. AND IT MIGHT NOT BE HIS LAST. Barely twentyfour hours after arriving in Broken Bones, Arizona, Eric Santellis discovered a body
in his shed. Luckily, he had an alibi: he'd been in prison when the lady had taken
her last breath. Then a second corpse turned up and, surprise, surprise, it was a
cop. Instead of being blamed for a murder-or two-Eric began helping the lovely
Ruth Atkins investigate her husband's death. But the killer could be closer than
they realized. And fi nding him might be their biggest test of faith yet.

The Price Of Redemption
Regan Wakefield is a headhunter in both name and personality: driven, motivated,
and unafraid to pursue what-and who-she wants. Naturally, she's thrilled when her
friend's wedding offers her an opportunity to score Logan McCade, the practically
perfect best man. Unfortunately, groomsman Brock McNeil keeps getting in her
way, riling her up in the most delicious of ways. But Brock's smooth southern
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charm isn't part of the planso how exactly did they end up having searing-hot sex?
Regan may pretend the erotic electricity sparking between them is merely a
distraction, but Brock knows better. She refuses to see beyond the devil-may-care
façade he presents to the world, while he sees straight through hers. Changing her
mind-and getting under her skin-is a challenge he can't resist. And when he wins,
Brock will do whatever it takes to convince Regan that the best man for her is him.
Each book in the Wedding Dare series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed
out of order. Falling for the Groomsman by New York Times bestselling author Jen
McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the Maid of Honor by New York Times
bestselling author Tessa Bailey Seducing the Bridesmaid by New York Times
bestselling author Katee Robert Best Man with Benefits by USA TODAY bestselling
author Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times bestselling author Laura
Kaye

The Marriage Book
Logan McCade arrives at his best friend's wedding overworked and in desperate
need of a vacation, only to discover his best man duties have beenexpanded. He
must coax Sophie, Colton's little sister, out of her shell or risk her hiding in her
room all week. Logan figures he can handle one shy bridesmaid, but he's not
expecting how much he enjoys "handling" Sophie. Socializing has never been
introverted web designer Sophie Brooks's strong suit, but she's determined to shed
her wallflower image and embrace the "New Sophie"-a feat made easier with the
supremely sexy Logan McCade tempting her to explore all her forbidden fantasies.
If she's not careful, she just might fall for the best man. Sophie's sweet, sexy, and
delectably awkward demeanor brings much-needed calm to Logan's hectic life.
With the nuptials only days away, Logan is forced to face the possibility that his
favor to a friend might have become something else entirelyand that he's not
willing to let Sophie go. Ever. Each book in the Wedding Dare series is a standalone
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Falling for the Groomsman by New York
Times bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the Maid of
Honor by New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey Seducing the Bridesmaid
by New York Times bestselling author Katee Robert Best Man with Benefits by USA
TODAY bestselling author Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times
bestselling author Laura Kaye

Wedding Date with the Best Man
Newbery Medalist Peck ("A Year Down Yonder") delivers this big-hearted novel
about gay marriage from a kid's endearing perspective.
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